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### Title:
Karlos Noel R. Aleta vs. Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila: Liability for Injuries Sustained at a
Hotel Facility

### Facts:
Karlos Noel R. Aleta filed a Complaint for Damages against Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila
(Sofitel) after his children sustained injuries at the hotel’s kiddie pool. The incident occurred
on February 13, 2009, when Aleta’s children, accompanied by their grandparents, were
staying at the hotel. One child slipped and hit his head on the pool’s edge, while the other
hit his head after using the pool slide. Aleta sought compensation from Sofitel, which was
denied, prompting him to take legal action.

The Metropolitan Trial Court dismissed the complaint due to lack of evidence of negligence
and connection between the claimed damages and Sofitel’s  actions.  This  decision was
affirmed by the Regional Trial Court and the Court of Appeals, which concluded that Aleta
failed to prove Sofitel’s negligence and the causal link to the children’s injuries. Aleta filed a
Petition for Review to the Supreme Court, invoking the doctrines of attractive nuisance and
res ipsa loquitur,  arguing that Sofitel’s  facilities and lack of adequate safety measures
caused his children’s injuries.

### Issues:
1. Whether Sofitel can be held liable for the injuries sustained by Aleta’s children under the
doctrine of quasi-delict.
2. The applicability of the doctrines of attractive nuisance and res ipsa loquitur.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court granted Aleta’s petition, reversed the decisions of the lower courts and
the Court of Appeals, and held Sofitel liable for the injuries under the doctrine of quasi-
delict.  The  Court  found  that  the  kiddie  pool’s  proximity  to  the  slides  constituted  an
attractive nuisance, obliging Sofitel to ensure safety for children. Additionally, the Court
applied the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur,  determining that the injuries would not have
occurred had Sofitel not been negligent, thus shifting the burden of proof to Sofitel, which it
failed to meet.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court emphasized that property owners who maintain facilities attractive to
children must take necessary precautions to prevent injury (Attractive Nuisance Doctrine).
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It also reiterated the applicability of the res ipsa loquitur doctrine, where negligence is
inferred from the nature of the accident in the absence of direct evidence.

### Class Notes:
1.  Quasi-Delict:  Requires  proof  of  (a)  damages  sustained  by  the  plaintiff,  (b)  fault  or
negligence of the defendant, and (c) the causal link between the defendant’s negligence and
the damage.
2. Attractive Nuisance Doctrine: Property owners must safeguard children from hazards
inherent in features likely to attract them.
3. Res Ipsa Loquitur: Allows the presumption of negligence from the mere occurrence of an
incident under specific circumstances.
4. Negligence: The failure to observe for the protection of the interests of another person
that degree of care, precaution, and vigilance which the circumstances justly demand.
5. Proximate Cause: The action that, in a natural and continuous sequence, unbroken by any
efficient intervening cause, produces an injury, and without which the result would not have
occurred.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the evolving understanding of property owners’ responsibilities towards
ensuring safety, especially in facilities accessible to children. It emphasizes the necessity of
upholding safety standards in commercial premises and the liability frameworks applicable
in situations where lack of diligence results in harm.


